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Abstract—The hippocampal formation is involved in navigation, and its neuronal activity exhibits a variety of spa-
tial correlates (e.g., place cells, grid cells). The quantiﬁcation of the information encoded by spikes has been stan-
dard procedure to identify which cells have spatial correlates. For place cells, most of the established metrics
derive from Shannon’s mutual information (Shannon, 1948), and convey information rate in bits/s or bits/spike
(Skaggs et al., 1993, 1996). Despite their widespread use, the performance of these metrics in relation to the orig-
inal mutual information metric has never been investigated. In this work, using simulated and real data, we ﬁnd
that the current information metrics correlate less with the accuracy of spatial decoding than the original mutual
information metric. We also ﬁnd that the top informative cells may diﬀer among metrics, and show a surrogate-
based normalization that yields comparable spatial information estimates. Since diﬀerent information metrics
may identify diﬀerent neuronal populations, we discuss current and alternative deﬁnitions of spatially informative
cells, which aﬀect the metric choice.  2018 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.Key words: place cell, place ﬁeld, spatial coding, information, spike train analysis, hippocampus.INTRODUCTION
The hippocampus is known to be involved in memory
formation (Scoville and Milner, 1957; Eichenbaum,
2000; Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1990) and spatial naviga-
tion (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Morris et al., 1982;
O’Keefe and Recce, 1993). In the early 70s, O’Keefe
and Dostrovsky discovered that some hippocampal cells
have their ﬁring rate modulated by the animal position,
discharging more at a spatial region known as the place
ﬁeld of the cell (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). Since
the discovery of place cells, other types of spatial corre-
lates emerged in areas related to the hippocampal cir-
cuitry, such as the head-direction cells in the
postsubiculum (Taube et al., 1990), and the grid cells
and speed cells in the entorhinal cortex (Fyhn et al.,
2004; Hafting et al., 2005; Moser et al., 2008; Kropﬀ
et al., 2015). Properly identifying these cells requires esti-
mates of the information contained in spikes about navi-
gational features (i.e., position, speed, head angle). The
main metrics used to estimate this type of information
were proposed by Skaggs et al. (1993, 1996) and are
derivations from Shannon’s mutual information (MI).https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroscience.2018.01.066
0306-4522/ 2018 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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62Information entropy, as originally proposed by
Shannon, measures the amount of uncertainty in the
outcome of a variable based on its probability of
occurrence (Shannon, 1948). In other words, the more
unpredictable the outcome is, the more entropy it has.
On the other hand, the MI is a measure of the shared
entropy between two variables; it indicates how much
knowing a variable X reduces the uncertainty of a variable
Y. While the MI is usually measured in bits, the two
derived metrics proposed by Skaggs et al. express infor-
mation in bits per spike (Ispike) or bits per second (Isec).
These metrics are not straightforward divisions of the MI
by the number of spikes or elapsed time, but are rather
deﬁned as estimates of the average information rate con-
veyed by the cell (Skaggs et al., 1993); this is achieved by
keeping the lower order terms of the MI power series
expansion with respect to time (see Methods). A funda-
mental diﬀerence from the MI is that Isec and Ispike only
take into account the average ﬁring rate over the spatial
variable (e.g., location, speed), ignoring ﬁring rate diﬀer-
ences across multiple occurrences of the same variable
(e.g., across trials). Although these metrics provide a
meaningful interpretation of the relation between ﬁring
rate and navigational features, the possible implications
introduced by these modiﬁcations remain to be investi-
gated. Of note, the MI has been previously used to mea-
sure spatial information (Ego-Stengel and Wilson, 2007),
though a direct comparison with the Isec and Ispike metrics
has never been performed.
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well the metrics Ispike, Isec and MI reﬂect the capacity of
decoding the animal position based on the spikes of an
individual neuron, which directly relates to the amount of
spatial information conveyed by the cell (Quiroga and
Panzeri, 2009). We ﬁnd that while MI values correlate well
with decoding performance under a variety of scenarios,
this is not always the case for Ispike and Isec. Similar results
hold when analyzing real spikes from place cells of rats
recorded on a linear track. Moreover, we also ﬁnd that
the diﬀerent metrics may give rise to diﬀerent subpopula-
tions of spatially modulated neurons. Finally, we show
that a surrogate-based normalization can equalize the
three metrics. We end by discussing the conceptual deﬁ-
nition of spatially informative cells, which may vary
according to the employed metric.METHODS
Simulating spatially modulated cells
We simulated the ﬁring rate of spatially modulated
neurons across 30 trials on a linear track divided into 25
bins of space (Fig. 1A). For simplicity, the animal speed
and occupancy were considered constant over space.
We modeled eight types of cells; for each cell type, we
simulated 10 levels of spatial modulation (Fig. 1B,
Neuron ID a to j). For the ﬁrst 5 cell types (Neuronal
types I-V), the ﬁring rate of each trial was modeled as a
Gaussian centered (on average) at bin 13 with
(average) standard deviation of 5 bins. To introduce
inter-trial variability, 0.5 and 0.1 white noise was addedFig. 1. Simulating the activity of spatially modulated neurons. (A) Neuronal
represent spiking activity of one cell during rightward runs on a linear track. In
while the white line is the mean ﬁring rate over trials. (B) Rows display 8 simul
types I-V exhibit place-cell-like behavior, while types VI, VII and VIII represent
details). For each type, columns show the rate-position maps (pseudo-color
model cells (a-j) diﬀering in the level of spatial modulation.to the center and standard deviation of the Gaussian,
respectively. The cell types mimicked the behavior of (I)
a pyramidal-like place cell (low basal ﬁring rate); (II) an
interneuron-like place cell (high basal ﬁring rate); (III)
interneuron-like place cell negatively modulated by
space; (IV) a pyramidal-like place cell exhibiting spatial
modulation only in a subset of trials; and (V) a cell as in
IV, but with constant mean ﬁring rate across trials. For
cell types I-III, we varied spatial modulation strength
(deviation from baseline), while for cell types IV and V
we varied the number of modulated trials. Cell type VI
was similar to cell type I but could have multiple, equally
spaced peaks as a grid cell. We also simulated cells
behaving as ramp (VII) or constant functions (VIII) along
space, with diﬀerent slopes and ﬁring rate levels,
respectively.
Estimating spatial information in the ﬁring rate
To estimate the spatial information contained in the ﬁring
rate of each cell, we used Ispike and Isec – the main metrics
for selecting place cells (Skaggs et al., 1993, 1996) – and
the MI (Shannon, 1948). We computed the Isec metric
from the average ﬁring rate (over trials) in the 25 space
bins using the following deﬁnition:
Isec ¼
X25
i¼1
pikilog2
ki
k
where ki is the mean ﬁring rate in the i-th space bin and pi
the occupancy ratio of the bin, while k is the overall mean
ﬁring rate of the cell. Isec measures information rate in bits
per second (see next section for mathematical derivation).ﬁring rate was simulated in 25 bins of space over 30 trials, meant to
the rate-position map, pseudo-colors represent ﬁring rate on each trial,
ated neuronal types (I-VIII) of diﬀerent spatial modulation proﬁles. Cell
grid cells, ramp and constant functions, respectively (see Methods for
scale) as well as the mean ﬁring rate (overlaying white trace) for 10
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as:
Ispike ¼ Iseck
This normalization yields values in bits per spike.
The MI was estimated using all ﬁring rate values
(within trials), which were binned into four non-
overlapping quantiles:
MI ¼
X25
i¼1
X4
j¼1
pi;jlog2
pi;j
pi  pj
 
where pi and pj are the probabilities of position bin i and
ﬁring rate bin j, respectively; pij is the joint probability
between position bin i and ﬁring rate bin j.
Derivation of Isec from MI
Using Bayes’ rule, the MI can be rewritten as:
MI ¼
X
i
X
j
pjjipilog2
pjji
pj
 
where pj|i is the conditional probability of ﬁring rate bin j
given the position i. For a suﬃcient small amount of time
Dt, we can assume that a cell can either emit just one
spike or none, and thus there are only two possible ﬁring
rate bins, denoted as j = 0 (no spike) and j = 1 (spike).
The probability of spike occurrence during Dt at position i
is given by pj¼1ji ¼ kiDt, while pj¼0ji ¼ 1 kiDt denotes the
probability of no spike. Similarly, pj¼1 ¼ kDt and
pj¼0 ¼ 1 kDt denote spiking probabilities irrespective of
position. Using these probabilities in the MI formula
above gives:
MI ¼
X
i
kiDtpilog2
kiDt
kDt
 
þ ð1 kiDtÞpilog2
1 kiDt
1 kDt
 
¼
X
i
kiDtpilog2
ki
k
 
þ pilog2
1 kiDt
1 kDt
 
 kiDtpilog2
1 kiDt
1 kDt
 
¼
X
i
kiDtpilog2
ki
k
 
þ pilog2ð1 kiDtÞ  pilog2ð1 kDtÞ
 kiDtpiðlog2ð1 kiDtÞ  log2ð1 kDtÞÞ
Using the ﬁrst term in the power series expansion of
logarithms, we have:
log2ð1 xDtÞ 
xDt
lnð2Þ
Applying this approximation in the previous MI
equation yields:
MI 
X
i
kiDtpilog2
ki
k
 
 pikiDt
lnð2Þ þ
pikDt
lnð2Þ 
kiDtpiðkiDtþ kDtÞ
lnð2Þ
Excluding the second order terms (Dt2), we have:
MI 
X
i
kiDtpilog2
ki
k
 
 Dt
lnð2Þ
X
i
piki þ
kDt
lnð2Þ
X
i
pi
Using k ¼P
i
piki and
P
i
pi ¼ 1, the last two terms
cancel out, yielding:MI  Dt
X
i
kipilog2
ki
k
 
Finally, since the power series expansion of MI around
t is given by:
MIðtþDtÞ ¼
X1
k¼0
Dtk
MIðkÞ
k!
where MI(k) is the k-th time derivative, we have that the ﬁrst
time derivative is approximated by:
MIð1Þ 
X
i
kipilog2
ki
k
 
which is the deﬁnition of Isec.
Estimating spatial information from decoding
performance
Decoding algorithms predict the most likely stimulus that
generated a given response based on the previous
observations of stimulus–response pairs (Quiroga and
Panzeri, 2009). We used a Gaussian naı¨ve Bayes classi-
ﬁer to predict the position of the animal based on the ﬁring
rate of a cell (see John and Langley, 1995 for detailed
description). This approach has been previously used in
neuroscience research to infer behavioral and sensory
correlates of neuronal activity (Brown et al., 1998;
Zhang et al., 1998; Salinas and Romo, 1998; Barbieri
et al., 2005). It deﬁnes a conditional probability model with
the prior probability of position and the likelihood probabil-
ity of ﬁring rate given the position, which is assumed to be
normally distributed. These probabilities are estimated
based on the available samples and used to compute
the posterior probability of position given the ﬁring rate.
New ﬁring rate samples can then be assigned to the most
probable position as deﬁned by the maximum a posterior
probability.
We performed the classiﬁcation using a leave-one-out
approach (Fig. 2). Brieﬂy, all ﬁring rate values (across
positions and trials; training bins) but one (test bin) are
used to estimate the posterior probabilities (Fig. 2A).
The model then predicts the position of the left out ﬁring
rate value. This procedure is repeated multiple times so
that each ﬁring rate value is used once as a test bin. A
confusion matrix is next constructed from actual and
decoded positions, and used to extract the percentage
of correct decoding, which is the proportion of entries in
the y = x diagonal (Fig. 2B). In this work, the
percentage of correct decoding was assumed to
correlate with the true spatial information content of the
cell.
Normalizing spatial information metrics using
surrogates
To normalize the estimates of spatial information, we ﬁrst
shuﬄed the labeling of position bins on each trial
(Fig. 4A). This approach avoids any ﬁring preference
across trials and in the mean rate. We then computed
the Ispike, Isec and MI metrics using the shuﬄed bins.
This procedure was repeated 100 times and used to
build a surrogate distribution for each metric. The
Fig. 2. Estimating spatial information using a Bayesian classiﬁer. (A) All the (training) bins of
the rate-position map except one were used to train a naı¨ve Bayes classiﬁer. The classiﬁer
was then used to decode the position of the remaining (test) bin using only its ﬁring rate. Each
bin was used once as a test bin (leave-one-out approach). (B) All the decoded positions were
used to compute the confusion matrix, which relates decoded and actual positions. The
number of correct classiﬁcations (sum of the matrix diagonal) was divided by the total number
of classiﬁcations to calculate the decoding performance.
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the surrogate distribution. The z-scored metrics are
referred to as normalized Ispike (Norm. Ispike), Isec (Norm.
Isec) and MI (Norm. MI).Measuring spatial information in real neurons
To investigate the relation between the spatial information
estimates and decoding performance for real cells, weused a dataset with recordings from the
CA1 region of the dorsal hippocampus of
three rats running back and forth on a
linear track (Mizuseki et al., 2013; data
freely available at https://crcns.org/). We
calculated the spatial information esti-
mates and the decoding performance for
all neurons in 75 recording sessions. In
Fig. 8, we used the classiﬁcation of puta-
tive interneurons and pyramidal cells
available in the dataset (Mizuseki et al.,
2009).Comparing the subpopulations of
spatially informative neurons
We investigated the overlap between the
subpopulations of most informative
neurons according to the diﬀerent
metrics. First, for each metric we ranked
the cells from most to least informative.
We then computed the percentage of
common cells between each pairwise
combination of metrics for the N% most
informative cells, with N% varying from
20% to 100%.RESULTS
We ﬁrst computed the three spatial
metrics for each of the 8 simulated cell
types shown in Fig. 1. These cell types
vary in how their ﬁring rate is modulated
by space (see Methods). For instance,
while cell type I ﬁres at its place ﬁeld
location on every trial, cell type IV emits
spatially modulated spikes only in a
subset of trials. For each cell type, we
varied the amount of spatial modulation
in 10 levels. This was achieved by
changing the deviation of the ﬁring rate
from the basal level (cell types I-III), the
percentage of trials with modulated
activity (cell types IV and V), the number
of place ﬁelds (cell type VI), the spatial
slope (cell type VII) or the basal ﬁring
rate level (cell type VIII). The spatial
metrics were then compared with the
percentage of correct decoding of a
Bayesian classiﬁer (Fig. 2).
Fig. 3 shows examples in which the
same decoding performance could have
either high or low values of Isec and Ispike.
For instance, diﬀerent simulations of celltype I (classical place cell) at varying levels of spatial
modulation – that is, the amount of ﬁring rate deviation
from baseline when passing through the place ﬁeld; see
Fig. 3A – revealed that Isec tends to provide increasing
levels of information at similar decoding performance,
while the MI yielded steadier values (Fig. 3B; compare
also the connected red circles in Fig. 3C). On the other
hand, increasing the number of trials in which spatial
Fig. 3. Assessing the performance of spatial information metrics. (A) Examples of cell types I, II
and V during three modulation conditions. Circles on top indicate the strength of spatial
modulation, from black (low) to white (high). (B) Isec, Ispike and MI values of the cell types in A
plotted against the percentage of correct decoding of the animal position (see Methods). Note that
the same level of decoding across diﬀerent cell types can elicit distinct Isec and Ispike values (i.e.,
compare rows), and that similar values of Isec or Ispike within a same cell type may be associated to
diﬀerent decoding levels (i.e., see cell type V). (C) Percentage of correct decoding in log scale for
all simulated cells vs. Isec, Ispike and MI along with the linear ﬁt (red line). Colors denote neuronal
types. Dotted line and color gradient go from the lowest (dark) to highest (light) modulation levels
(Neuron ID in Fig. 1B). The MI best correlates with decoding performance.
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was associated with higher decoding performance and MI
values while information values estimated from both Isec
and Ispike remained roughly constant (Fig. 3B and
connected purple circles in Fig. 3C). There were also
cases in which, in contrast to the MI, the Isec and Ispike
estimates were low and did not reﬂect the capacity of
decoding spatial information from the cell (e.g., see cell
type II in Fig. 3A, B).
We also note that even though the Isec and Ispike
tended to increase with decoding performance for some
cells (e.g., see cell types IV, VI and VII in Fig. 3C), the
estimated information values for a ﬁxed percentage of
decoding performance were not consistent across cells.
For example, notice in Fig. 3B that a 10% decoding
performance was associated with 2 bits/spike for cell
type I, 0.01 bits/spike for cell type II and 1.3 bits/
spike for cell type V. On the other hand, the MI showed
much higher consistency across the diﬀerent cells types.
Accordingly, pooled data from all simulated cellsrevealed a clear correlation between
the percentage of correct decoding
in log scale and MI, but not between
correct decoding and either Isec or
Ispike (Fig. 3C).
We next corrected the spatial
information metrics for the chance
information level of each cell, which
varies according to ﬁring
characteristics. To that end, we ﬁrst
shuﬄed the positions of ﬁring rate
bins within trials (Fig. 4A left), and
then computed the information
metrics using as input data the
shuﬄed rate-position map. This
procedure was repeated multiple
times to build a distribution of
surrogate information values for
each metric (Fig. 4A right). Finally,
the actual information values were
normalized by the chance distribution
through z-scoring in relation to the
corresponding surrogate mean and
standard deviation. Using the same
cell types and analyses as in Fig. 3,
we found that while the correlation
between decoding performance and
MI did not considerably change, the
correlation of Isec and Ispike with
decoding substantially improved after
the normalization and became
similar across metrics (Fig. 4B).
Accordingly, both Isec and Ispike
displayed higher consistency across
cell types following the normalization
(compare Fig. 3C and Fig. 4B).
We next investigated spikes from
real cells recorded from the rat
hippocampus during traversals on a
linear track. Fig. 5A shows example
rate-position maps of ﬁve CA1 units
with diﬀerent spatial modulationproﬁles that were recorded in the same session. Similar
to simulated data, the original and normalized MI, Isec
and Ispike were computed for each cell, and plotted
against decoding performance in log scale. Fig. 5B, C
shows scatter plots of information and decoding
performance and their correlation computed using all
neurons in this example session. Notice in Fig. 5B that
the MI values correlated well with decoding
performance, while Ispike showed no clear correlation
(MI: r2 = 0.67; Ispike: r
2 = 0.007). Unexpectedly, the Isec
values were better correlated to decoding than in our
simulations (Isec: r
2 = 0.51). The correlation with
decoding substantially improved for Isec and Ispike after
the normalization, and reached similar values across all
three metrics (Fig. 5C). Fig. 6A shows the r2 values
between each metric and decoding performance for 75
linear track sessions. Consistent with the example in
Fig. 5, we found that MI held the best correlations with
decoding performance, followed by Isec, while Ispike was
Fig. 4. Correcting spatial metrics using surrogates. (A) (Left) Example of shuﬄing procedure. To
estimate chance information levels, the ﬁring rate bins within trials were shuﬄed prior to computing
the metrics. (Right) The actual value of each metric was compared to the surrogate distribution
(n= 100 shuﬄings) and z-score normalized. (B) Percentage of correct decoding (in log scale) vs.
the normalized values of Isec, Ispike and MI for all simulated cells along with the linear ﬁt (red line).
Colors denote neuronal types (as in Fig. 3). Normalizing Isec and Ispike signiﬁcantly improves their
correlation with decoding performance.
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correlated similarly well with decoding. Fig. 6B shows
the changes in r2 between the original and normalized
versions of each metric. While the r2 of Isec and Ispike
signiﬁcantly increased, the r2 changes for MI were not
considerably diﬀerent.
We proceeded to investigate how similar are the
subpopulations of spatially selective cells when deﬁned
by each metric at varying degrees of information
threshold. To that end, for each metric we ranked
neurons according to their spatial information (Fig. 7A),
and then computed the pairwise intersection (i.e., MI &
Isec, MI & Ispike, Isec & Ispike) between the top N%
informative cells. Fig. 7B shows the percentage of
common cells as a function of N%. For up to the top
40% spatially informative cells, we found that there is
very low intersection for Ispike and MI and for Ispike and
Isec (median below 20% of common cells). As expected,
the intersection between metrics gradually increases
with decreasing the information threshold (i.e.,
increasing N%), eventually reaching a complete
intersection when all cells are analyzed. On the other
hand, MI and Isec had a high number of common cells
for all information thresholds, with a median intersection
of 90% of cells. Therefore, the subpopulation of
spatially informative neurons according to the MI is
slightly diﬀerent from Isec and drastically diﬀerent fromIspike (Fig. 7B). Surprisingly, Isec and
Ispike showed very low overlap
among their top informative cells
despite their related deﬁnitions. We
also computed the rank correlation
between the metrics and found
similar results: a high correlation
between MI and Isec, and low
correlation of Ispike with either MI or
Isec metrics (Fig. 7C left).
Interestingly, correlation values
increased after normalizing the
metrics (Fig. 7C right), indicating that
the standardized metrics capture
similar spatial features.
Finally, we investigated the
relation between information and
ﬁring rate separately for putative
pyramidal cells and interneurons. As
shown in Fig. 8A top panels, the
range of information values for
pyramidal cells and interneurons had
greater overlap when estimated by
MI, while the interneurons exhibited
much lower information than
pyramidal cells when estimated by
Isec and Ispike. Moreover, in the case
of Ispike, the estimated information
had a clear relation to ﬁring rate. On
the other hand, the normalized
versions of each metric showed
similar relations between ﬁring rate
and information (Fig. 8A bottom
panels), resembling the relation
between ﬁring rate and percentage
of correct decoding (Fig. 8B).DISCUSSION
We studied three metrics of spatial information using both
simulated and real data by comparing how well they
correlate with the capacity of decoding the animal
position from single-cell spike trains. Decoders are used
to infer the most likely stimulus that elicited a particular
response; their performance is directly linked to the
information about the stimulus contained in the
response (Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009). In other words,
if two variables are related, it might be possible to use
one of them to decode the other. The information con-
tained in the confusion matrix of a decoder provides a
lower bound to the information between the two variables
(Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009), allowing the use of decod-
ing performance as an empirical estimate of the real (spa-
tial) information of the cell (Robertson et al., 1999; Jensen
and Lisman, 2000; Huxter et al., 2008; Lopes-dos-Santos
et al., 2015). In this work, the performance of a Bayesian
decoder was assumed to represent the gold standard of
the true spatial information content of a cell. Although
more complex decoders could potentially present better
performance, the naı¨ve Bayes approach was chosen
due to its eﬃciency and simplicity. Under this framework,
Fig. 5. Spatial information metrics applied to real cell data. (A) Example of the spatial activity of ﬁve neurons recorded in hippocampal CA1 of one
rat during a linear track session. The recording included spatially modulated (i.e., place cells) as well as non-modulated cells. Colored circles mark
the same cells highlighted in B and C. (B) Scatter plots of information estimates and decoding performance in log scale for all recorded cells. Note
that the MI exhibits the best correlation with decoding performance. (C) Same as in B but for the normalized metrics. As in simulated data (Figs. 3
and 4), normalizing Isec and Ispike improves their correlation with decoding performance.
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spatial decoding performance than Isec and Ispike. Similar
results hold when running our analyses on real linear-
track data (Figs. 5 and 6), though Isec had better correla-
tion with correct decoding in real than simulated data. This
might be explained by the absence of some types of spa-
tial modulation considered in our simulated cells, along
with the expected presence of classical place cells in
CA1 recordings. Finally, we found that the correlation with
decoding performance achieves the same levels among
the metrics following a surrogate-based normalization.
The low correlation of Isec and Ispike with correct
decoding in simulated data is a consequence of the way
these metrics quantify information. Because they use
the average ﬁring rate over trials, a single trial with high
ﬁring rate can bias the metrics toward higher information
values. This issue was apparent for simulated cells that
were spatially modulated only in some of the trials (cell
types IV and V): cells with diﬀerent numbers of
modulated trials but same mean ﬁring rate showedsimilar information values (trial consistency; see Fig. 9).
This contrasts with the intuitive notion that the more
consistent the spatial modulation of a cell across trials,
the higher its spatial information. Another characteristic
of Isec and Ispike metrics was their sensitivity to changes
in basal ﬁring rate. For instance, the same increase in
ﬁring rate but from diﬀerent baseline levels (e.g., 0 to
5 Hz vs. 10 to 15 Hz) leads to diﬀerent information
values, favoring cells with low basal ﬁring rate to have
higher information (additive eﬀect; Fig. 9). Additionally,
the Isec metric is sensitive to changes in the mean ﬁring
rate of a cell upon a multiplicative factor (multiplicative
eﬀect; Fig. 9).
Some of these eﬀects may be due to the assumptions
underlying the derivation of Isec and Ispike. Interpreting the
information rate in bits per second may lead one to
consider that this rate is valid for any amount of time.
However, the estimated information rate might be valid
only for small Dt, during which the cell emits only one or
no spike. Since the information conveyed by a spike is
Fig. 6. Correlation of spatial metrics and decoding performance. (A)
Boxplots show the distribution of coeﬃcients of determination (r2)
between the logarithm of the percentage of correct decoding and Isec,
Ispike or MI for 75 linear track sessions. The original and normalized
metrics are shown in the left and right panels, respectively. Notice
similar r2 values for the normalized metrics. *p< 0.001 (Wilcoxon’s
signed-rank tests, Bonferroni’s corrected). (B) Scatter plot of the r2 for
each metric and its normalized version (left) and boxplots of the
changes in r2 after normalization (right). There is a signiﬁcant
increase in r2 for Isec and Ispike;
*p< 0.001 (Wilcoxon’s signed-rank
test, Bonferroni’s corrected).
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the information rate may be overestimated as Dt
increases (Skaggs et al., 1993). The amount of redun-
dancy is then directly related to the ﬁring rate of the cell,
explaining why normalizing Isec by the ﬁring rate (i.e.,
Ispike) impedes the overestimation caused by the multi-
plicative eﬀect (Fig. 9). The underestimation of the addi-
tive eﬀect, on the other hand, is due to the fact that the
ﬁring rate of each spatial bin becomes closer to the aver-
age ﬁring rate; that is, adding a constant to all ﬁring rate
bins reduces the variations across bins, making the ratio
ki/k closer to 1 and log(ki/k) closer to 0. This eﬀect is inher-
ent to the deﬁnition of both Isec and Ispike, albeit the con-
vergence to zero is faster for Ispike (Fig. 9).
In contrast to Isec and Ispike, the MI was able to capture
the true spatial information of the cells irrespective of rate-
position map features. For instance, in the example cases
shown in Fig. 3, the MI was capable of properly estimating
the information despite diﬀerences in mean ﬁring rate (cell
types I and II). This is because the MI is based on the
probability of each ﬁring rate value and not on the value
itself. In other words, as opposed to Isec and Ispike, the
MI is insensitive to additive and multiplicative eﬀects
(Fig. 9). Moreover, the MI detected the increase in
spatial information with higher trial consistency despite
the constant mean ﬁring rate across trials (cell type V).
Notice that the MI takes into account the ﬁring rate of
every trial instead of the trial mean, making this metric
more robust to inter-trial variability.Using information-theoretic metrics has been a
frequent strategy to investigate neuronal encoding in
diﬀerent brain areas. For instance, the MI has been
previously applied to a variety of experimental
paradigms aimed at identifying the neuronal correlates
of sensory and motor functions as well as of high-level
processes such as working memory (Panzeri et al.,
2001; Petersen et al., 2001; Belitski et al., 2008, 2010;
Montemurro et al., 2008; Kayser et al., 2009; Pava˜o
et al., 2014; Lopes-dos-Santos et al., 2015; Rossi-Pool
et al., 2016; Vergara et al., 2016). Moreover, the MI has
also been used to study diverse coding strategies, such
as the amount of information carried by diﬀerent types
of signals (e.g., LFP oscillations and spikes) and/or by a
combination of their features (Belitski et al., 2008, 2010;
Montemurro et al., 2008; Kayser et al., 2009; Pava˜o
et al., 2014). Estimating the amount of information a
stochastic process can convey about itself (entropy) and
another variable (MI) is a useful tool to study unknown
relations between diﬀerent signals, which are often non-
linear. Under the MI framework, virtually any combination
of variables (e.g., continuous and discrete) from various
sources (e.g., behavioral and physiological) can be stud-
ied with the only need of estimating their probability den-
sity functions. In our case, the underlying relationship
between the animal position (a behavioral variable) and
the neuronal ﬁring rate (a physiological variable) could
be accessed by the MI, which yielded information esti-
mates that correlated well with decoding accuracy of a
Bayesian classiﬁer. Along with previous literature
(Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009), this result illustrates how
versatile Information Theory is and the relevance of the
standard MI deﬁnition for studying neuronal encoding.
We introduced a normalization that estimates and
corrects for the intrinsic bias present in the rate-position
map. This bias is due to the fact that even shuﬄed ﬁring
rate maps will have information estimates above zero
(i.e., random ﬁring rate maps are seldom constant over
space). After normalizing Isec and Ispike by the mean and
standard deviation of the shuﬄed distribution, we found
an increase in their correlation with decoding
performance, which reached the same level as the
original MI (Fig. 4). These normalizations may be useful
under situations in which the deﬁnition of a trial is not
possible or the probabilities underlying the MI cannot be
easily computed. It is worth noticing that binning the
ﬁring rate values to compute the MI might introduce
information bias (Panzeri et al., 2007), which can also
be corrected by the normalization.
These ﬁndings may have implications on what we
know about spatial representations in the brain. For
instance, previous studies measured spatial information
in entorhinal cortex and hippocampus and found higher
spatial information in putative excitatory than inhibitory
neurons (Frank et al., 2000, 2001). However, this could
reﬂect the bias of Ispike toward higher information values
in cells with low mean ﬁring rate (Fig. 9B). Accordingly,
we found that information estimates for putative pyramidal
cells and interneurons in CA1 drastically diﬀer for Ispike but
not for MI (Fig. 8). Moreover, our results further show that
the three metrics can yield diﬀerent subpopulations of
Fig. 7. Comparison of the subpopulations of spatial cells according to each metric. (A) For each linear track session, neurons were ranked from
most to least informative according to Isec, Ispike or MI. The intersections (% of common cells) between the top informative neurons of each metric
pair was computed considering the ﬁrst N cells, with N varying from 1 to the total number of cells. The panel illustrates this procedure for a pair of
metrics (MI and Isec) in one session. (B) Median % of common cells plotted against the number of analyzed cells (in percentage from total cell
number, N%) across all sessions for each pair of metrics. The shaded area represents interquartile range. Venn diagrams on top show the median
intersection at the corresponding N%. Note the low intersection between Isec and Ispike or MI and Ispike. (C) Boxplot distributions of the Spearman
correlation between each pair of original (left) and normalized (right) metrics.
70 B. C. Souza et al. / Neuroscience 375 (2018) 62–73spatially modulated neurons (Fig. 7). Surprisingly, despite
their similar deﬁnition, we found very low intersection
between neurons classiﬁed using Ispike and Isec (Fig. 7B).
More generally, our observations raise the question of
what deﬁnes the spatial information of a neuron. For
instance, most of the known correlates of space in the
hippocampus focus on neurons that typically spike at
very low rates outside their receptive ﬁelds (O’Keefe
and Dostrovsky, 1971; Taube et al., 1990; Fyhn et al.,
2004; Hafting et al., 2005). While Ispike and (mainly) Isec
work well to select cells with high spatial information in
these cases, we wonder whether these metrics may have
limited our understanding of spatial coding. In otherwords, the Isec and Ispike are well suited to detect ‘‘canon-
ical” place cells (i.e., cells whose spatial ﬁring rate is a uni-
modal function centered on the place ﬁeld), but may fail to
detect other spatially informative neurons whose ﬁring
rate maps are not that of a canonical place cell. Notice
that adding a constant factor to a spatial ﬁring rate map
does not inﬂuence decoding performance nor the informa-
tion estimated by the original MI, but decreases the
amount of spatial information estimated by Isec and Ispike
(Fig. 9). While some researchers may intuitively consider
that cells which are silent outside the place ﬁeld convey
more information when they spike than cells with high
basal ﬁring rates, others may be more concerned as to
Fig. 8. Information estimates for CA1 pyramidal cells and interneurons. (A) Scatter plots of spatial information and ﬁring rate for each metric (top)
and its normalized version (bottom). Only neurons classiﬁed as pyramidal cells (blue; n= 2093) and interneurons (red; n= 435) were considered.
Insets show boxplot distributions of information values. (B) Scatter plots of decoding performance and ﬁring rate. Note inverse dependence of Ispike
on ﬁring rate, and greater overlap in the information range of interneurons and pyramidal cells for MI and the normalized metrics, akin to the overlap
present in decoding performance. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
Fig. 9. Inﬂuence of addition, multiplication and trial consistency on spatial metrics. (A) Schematic examples of ﬁring rate addition (top) and
multiplication (middle), as well as of consistency over trials (bottom). In the latter case, the mean ﬁring rate over trials was ﬁxed. (B) Isec, Ispike and MI
for diﬀerent parameters of the cases in A. Isec and Ispike decay as the additive factor increases, while Isec linearly increases with the multiplication
factor. Only the MI increases with trial consistency. The green curves are cases in which the metric behaves similar to the decoding performance.
B. C. Souza et al. / Neuroscience 375 (2018) 62–73 71whether it is possible or not to decode the animal position
from the ﬁring rate of the cell. The latter would further
argue that every cell that carries information about theanimal position (as retrieved by a decoder) could be
called a ‘‘place cell”, independently of place ﬁeld shape
or mean ﬁring rate. Noteworthy, the existence of uncon-
72 B. C. Souza et al. / Neuroscience 375 (2018) 62–73ventional spatial representations has been recently
demonstrated for medial entorhinal cortex neurons
(Diehl et al., 2017; Hardcastle et al., 2017a; see also
Hardcastle et al., 2017b). In any case, our results suggest
that the MI is a suitable metric to capture other types of
less canonical spatial correlates that may have gone
undetected so far. In cases where the MI cannot be com-
puted, the normalization of Isec and Ispike may constitute
good alternatives.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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